INTERNATIONAL

LPL AUTOMOTIVE

AUTOMOBILE-LOGISTICS

in Bremerhaven is specialized in worldwide shipments of cars, trucks, motorcycles, motorhomes,
boats as well as other containerized cargo.
Our multilingual staff would be
pleased to answer your questions.

CUSTOMIZED AUTOLOGISTIC
fast * safe * convenient

-Service
* Escrow
e
s clearanc
* Custom cars
for classic

* Ocean freight

* Land transportation / Air Cargo
* Container + RoRo shipments
* Technical conversion /
homologation

* Customs- / fiscal clearance
* Vehicle export to China
* Transport insurance
* and … SERVICE

–> www.LPLauto.com

LPL AUTOMOTIVE GMBH
Geo-Plate-Str. 1
D-27568 Bremerhaven
Phone +49 471 / 948 16-50
Fax +49 471 / 948 16-60
info@LPLauto.com
www.LPLauto.com

–> www.LPLauto.com

LPL
Automotive

LOGISTIC PARTNER

* Door-To-Door shipments
* Project shipments

for industry and dealer customers

* Storage (Freeport)

* Distributional logistics

* Customs clearance

* Receiving agent (handling of your car imports)
* Worldwide export of your vehicles
* Favourable freight rates due to volume contracts

* Distribution

RELIABLE AGENT FOR
EXPORTERS
Your ove
rse

* Vehicle conversion / PDI

1.

Your representative in Germany.

* Marine insurance

2.

Shipping and receiving of your vehicles.

3.
4.
5.
6.

showroom as
in
Germany

Discharging + storage of your vehicles
according to your instructions.
We arrange customs clearance, if requested.
Vehicle conversion to german technical specs,
if requested.

to your account.

LPL
Automotive

Fiscal
ation
represent

TRUST SERVICE
We can act as a trustee for seller + buyer
–> handling of payments

Delivery / in-carriage to the final customer after
receipt of your written release.

7. Collection of funds against car delivery, transfer
Door-to-door-logistic for Swiss Importers +
dealers including CH border- and customs
clearance.

* Survey reports +
photo documentation

CONTACT US
Marcus Volkmann
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Phone +49 471 / 948 16-54
marcus.volkmann@LPLauto.com

–> www.LPLauto.com

